A brand new begonia with large, uniquely colored dark leaves has arrived! Judges were impressed with how the deep bronze/brown color remained sharp and intense throughout the season, no matter where they were located; north, south, east or west. The color tones shine through to give a stunning garden appearance. These extra-large (XL) mounded plants are perfect in both landscapes and containers.

**AAS® Winner Data**

- **Genus species:** *Begonia x hybrid* (*Begonia interspecific*)
- **Common name:** Wax Begonia
- **Flower color:** Red
- **Foliage color:** Deep Bronze
- **Flower size:** 1 inch
- **Bloom time:** Late Spring to Frost
- **Plant height:** 28-34 inches
- **Plant habit:** Mounded
- **Plant type:** Annual
- **Garden location:** Full sun
- **Garden spacing:** 32-36 inches
- **Weather tolerance:** Heat
- **Closest comparisons on market:** Big Red Bronze Leaf, Big DeLuXXe Bronze Leaf Improved
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